How to contact the Data Protection Officer

dataskyddsombud@lu.se

You can find the e-mail address, and more information, at www.lu.se, search for "dataskydd" or "gdpr".

This includes questions that the project may still handle
Two missions...

**Data Protection Officer (DPO/DSO)**
- Independent function comparable to an internal auditor.
- Collect information about the University’s personal data processing.
- Follow up compliance.
- Inform and advice when needed.
- Reports errors and shortcomings to senior management (*Vice Chancellor and University director)*
- Contactperson for the data subject/registered.
- Cooperate with the superadvisory authority.
- Provide advice where requested as regards the data protection impact assessment. (*risk analysis*)
- May not receive instructions.
- May not receive sanctions for carrying out their work.

**Information Security Coordinator**
- Independent function
- Guide, lead, coordinate and follow up the University’s information security work on a strategic level.
- Reports to the senior management.

If GDPR sets the requirements, information security is the way to fulfill most of the requirements!